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“The human story does not always 
unfold like a mathematical calculation 
on the principle that two and two make 
four.  Sometimes in life they make five 
or minus three; and sometimes the 
blackboard topples down in the middle of 
the sum and leaves the class in disorder 
and the pedagogue with a black eye.” 

— Winston Churchill 
1874 – 1965
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Life is not a fairy tale. I have realized that a long time ago. In fact, the only fairy-tale I ever liked was Peter 
Pan, and not because of Tinker Bell either. I never wanted to grow up. 

I still don’t. 

Yet one thing that I have come to accept as I grow older is that I will keep on making mistakes. I am human 
after all.  

I embrace my imperfections such as my chipped front tooth, my scars, my stupid freckles, my bad dancing … 
and my bad taste in men. Oh, and just ask the Encounters staff about my bad temper – I am trying to work on 
that one. I promise.

What I am trying to say is that I am flawed, and I wouldn’t want it any other way. My quirks are what makes 
me … weird, and I like being weird. It’s like what Goethe said, “Certain flaws are necessary for the whole.  It 
would seem strange if old friends lacked certain quirks.” 

The best pieces of art – whether they be paintings, photos, or novels or poems – portray imperfections. Mona 
Lisa isn’t perfect. She is quirky. I am quirky. I hope you are quirky, because if not, then you are perfect and 
perfect can be boring and unrealistic, which is worse than boring. 

I wanted this issue of Encounters to be genuine, to reflect us – the real flawed human us. I did not want it to 
be perfect. Life is not like that. Peter Pan was not perfect, he was selfish. He wanted to be a kid forever … Hell, 
I am selfish. I want to be a kid too. I am not ashamed of that. 

As you pick up this issue of Encounters, page through it and see all the flaws captured so beautifully in the art, 
I urge you to embrace your flaws, your imperfections. The only way you can truly be happy is by truly liking who 
you are – your quirks included. 

I mean just look at our staff – read their bios, study their pictures. Do you think they are perfect? No. I love 
their quirks. They are REAL people, flawed and funny and lovable. I love them, and they are exactly the people 
who could put together the Encounters the way it is. Beautiful. Flawed in that perfect sense. 

 
 
Forever flawed and yours,  
Jana Kasperkevic 
Editor In Chief
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Poetry. 1

purEly flawEd gEms
Angela  Melamu

Like the kiss of March you trouble me,
Shaping tornadoes with your breath.
A shadow of your silhouette demands to be recognized
In the frost that dances ribbons beside the step.

Your skin creeps up like summer rain,
Gently washing away the dirt.
Dodging under broken arcs
We suffer the wind together.
 
Like a cloud carved against a crimson thought,
You expose natures yoke.
Our lashes flutter like deranged birds,
Reckless,
In harmony.

Create for me a rainbow out of moonlight.
A dare to live above your cosmic spark.
We are purely flawed gems,
Stuttered
Against
Glass.
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thE man on 
thE cornEr of
23rd and 5th 

Finney Raju

I’m like the gutted fish
in the trash opposite the queue.  
Can you see me breathing – 
or only my tattered gills expanding? 
Not everything that floats swims.
I float. 
And now I’m a spectacle
haunting the sidewalks,
where you’d do well to avoid me.
Cause you can’t know the floaters; 
the dead walking among you.  
Just know that 
this bobbing head 
with its bubbly lips
had more going for him 
without you,
before he was made into
this fish of a man,
a fish gutted and washed ashore.
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thE
waiting
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Stephen Chan
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Miguel Ventura

flushing 
train yard



Poetry. 5

stationEd 
on a train

Dayna Gross

From the inside
stands an image’s imitation.
The darkness echoes your twin,
rows of double identical seats,
and a bathroom’s beige gliding door.
Bubble writing carved forward
an engraved identity; a label.
Fogged fingerprints
of a stranger. I miss
everything illuminated.
Squared in this box.   
From the outside
polka-dots cling
stretching to stripes;
tears on vein paths.
Bubble writing carved backwards.
Distractions of trees, tracks, and eyes
all fleeting in a blur;
a poorly focused photograph.
In this traveling frame.  
I see into myself.
Red wine splashed on white cloth.
My glass tipped over.
I see outside myself. 
Every shape, the cloud spins
by wind or air.
Through this wondering rectangle.   



working-class 
manhattan

Tina Granditti

I was surprised to learn today
that there is such a thing 
as working-class Manhattan.
Some say it exists 
 somewhere 
  above 110th street
and in sporadic clusters on the LES,
where people who should live
in brooklynqueensthebronx,
have found a way to stay.
Or just haven’t been pushed out yet.
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Art. 7

roosEvElt vEndor
Miguel Ventura



lincoln cEntEr 
lullaby

Frank Marzullo

The cultural campus calls out from Broadway,
Some opera? Or music? Come see a play!
If you’re down in the dumps
and it’s a movie you need,
swing by the box office
up at the Walter Reade.

Lincoln Center’s got sparkle, 
at night it’s a jewel.
Just don’t dive in the fountain, 
it’s one shallow pool.

Sixteen acres, eight buildings,
where do you start?
Let your spirit be willing, 
give your wallet some heart.
It’s encircled by superstores,
their commerce so darn brisk.

But do chains have any lore?
Buy some tickets and risk.
There’s ghosts of Caruso
and Beverly Sills.
Just stand on the rush line,
you’ll find some cheap thrills. 
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sixth avE 
look alikEs

Miguel Ventura 
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59th strEEt orgy
Aberaheme Hassanx



Art. 11

unisphErE
Miguel Ventura



ganEsh

“I remember thinking that it looked 
like a heart. Not the kind ten year-
olds draw. Not the kind you find in 
Hallmark greeting cards. Like an 
actual, proper, anatomical heart.”

Arvind Dilwar
/\a
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Fiction. 13

A week before my twenty-ninth birthday, my neighbor died. Before you start feeling bad you should know 
that Shane was a complete dick. He only moved to Bushwick because he thought it would be a daring thing to 
do. He would throw these obnoxious parties where he and his hipster friends would do coke, drink PBR and 
listen to shit music. He said he was a writer, but he was actually a bum who lived off of his parents’ money.

Well, his parents came to know exactly where their money was going when they decided to visit on that 
Sunday morning. After calling multiple times and ringing the apartment doorbell for half an hour, the 
Andersons decided to ask the landlord, Al, for a spare key. After Al forced the door open with a crowbar, the 
three of them walked in to find Shane facedown on the glass-top kitchen table, a frothy, pinkish substance 
spewing from his nose and mouth.

It took them a week to deal with the unpleasantries, and then Mr. and Mrs. Andersons were back to empty 
Shane’s apartment. Zoe and I stood in the hallway watching them haul out all of their son’s stuff, except, that is, 
for the kitchen table.

“It’s such a shame,” Zoe said.

“I know,” I whispered, eyeing a DVD player that Mrs. Anderson was carrying down the stairs. “We don’t even 
have a VCR.”

“You’re a terrible person,” Zoe said before storming back into our apartment.

Zoe liked to think she was an artist. She sold her paintings once in awhile, but most of the time she just 
smoked weed and stared at this monstrous canvas she worked on. The damn thing stretched from the floor to 
the ceiling, and she insisted on nailing it up in the living room so she could stare at it from the couch. It was 
hard to explain to guests that the fourteen-foot, neon-colored penis that appeared to be painted on my living 
room wall was my girlfriend’s job. Luckily, we didn’t have many guests.

It must have been only a day or two after Shane’s parents had emptied out his apartment that someone moved 
in. I was coming home after midnight from working a double at Moe’s when I saw an old Indian man fumbling 
with his keys in front of what used to be Shane’s door.

“Did you just move in?” I asked.

“Yes, this morning.” He spoke as if he had landed in JFK the night before. He stretched out his hand. “My 
name is Pudmanabha. It’s nice to meet you.”

“I’m Frank,” I said, shaking his hand. He went back to his door, trying one key after another to no avail. “Do 



ironic rings - 
nEw york

Abraheme Hassan



Garnesh

Fiction. 15

you know someone died in that apartment two days ago?”

“No.” He paused. “No, the advertisement did not say that.”

“Well, now you know. You should see if Al will cut you a break on the rent, some death-scene discount or 
something, you know?”

“Yes, I will check about that.”

The apartment was dark, so I knew Zoe was asleep. I made my way over to the couch and tuned into an 
infomercial. I was sitting there for awhile watching a middle-aged blonde go on about a vegetable-dicer/clock-
radio before I noticed Zoe’s canvas illuminated by the TV. I got off the couch and flipped on the lights.

There were three lines, each at least two feet-high, of black, blocky letters on a speckled white background that 
read:

FRANK

HASNO

HEART

I kicked open the bedroom door. Zoe snapped up, nearly screaming.

“That’s not fucking art,” I shouted from the doorway. “That’s bullshit!” She let out a sigh before collapsing 
back into bed.

“What the hell would you know?” she mumbled. She rolled over, facing away from me. “How many paintings 
have you sold?”

She had me there. I made a hasty retreat, making sure to slam the bedroom door on the way out. I debated 
taking a knife to Zoe’s canvas, but I couldn’t risk it. Maybe she was right: maybe some dumb shit would find it 
“avant-garde” and buy it. Extra money meant not having to work so many doubles.

Modern art is just gambling, I thought to myself. Leaving the apartment, I slammed the door as hard as 
possible.

I went up to the roof to smoke a cigarette and stomp around. Our apartment was on the fifth and top floor of 
our building. It seems that the builders didn’t really believe in insulation because, from my bedroom, you could 
clearly hear people walking on the roof. I know from trying to sleep during Shane’s parties when his friends 
would go to the roof to “check out the scenery” (i.e. smoke weed without having to share it with everyone).

x



I got outside into the brisk autumn air, lit a cigarette, approximated where my bedroom ceiling was and began 
stomping around. I was really going to town, one foot crashing down after another, eventually jumping up and 
down, nearly out of breath.

“What are you doing?” an accented question arose from behind me. I turned around to find Pubmanabha 
smoking a cigarette. “Is everything okay?”

“Ummm ... Yeah, everything’s fine,” I said, straightening out my hoodie and calmly walking over to him in 
an attempt to make it seem like I had not, just five seconds ago, been jumping up and down on the roof of my 
building for no apparent reason. “Some trouble with the missus, you know?”

“Yes, yes. I do know.”

“So there’s a Mrs. Pubmanabha?” I struggled to get through the name.

“Shetty.”

“What?”

“A Mrs. Shetty.” He laughed. “My surname is Shetty.”

“Oh ... That’s a nice name,” I said, thinking to myself how unfortunate it was. He laughed again and put out 
his cigarette.

“You Americans don’t seem to think so. The kids who work for me, they call me ‘Shitty Shetty.’” I couldn’t help 
but laugh. Luckily, he laughed as well.

“So you work around here?” I asked him.

“Yes. I just bought the Subway on Myrtle.”

“No kidding. I work at Moe’s, the bar two blocks up from there.”

“I have seen it.”

“So where’s Mrs. Shetty?” I asked.

“For now, India. When I have enough money I will bring her here. God willing, the business goes well.” I 
flicked the butt of my cigarette off the roof.

“Well, I should go make sure my girlfriend isn’t throwing all my shit out the window. I’ll see you around.”



Ganesh
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He nodded and lit another cigarette.

Two or three days later I returned home, once again after a double at Moe’s, to find a party in full swing. 
My apartment was overcrowded with Zoe’s friends. I made my way through the throngs of girls in their mid-
twenties dressed in second-hand clothing and unshaven men in non-prescription glasses, searching for Zoe. I 
stopped next to where her painting was earlier in the day. It was replaced by a new, blank canvas.

“No fucking way.”

I found Zoe sitting at our dining table talking to a couple of her friends. She was holding a cigarette in 
one hand and had a glass of wine in the other. She was wearing a shiny black dress and her red hair was tied 
up. She was laughing hard, exposing her perfect, porcelain white teeth. She looked more beautiful than I had 
remembered her being.

“What’s going on?” I asked, smiling for some reason.

“I sold it!” She giggled and hugged me. I held onto her, helping her keep her balance. “My friends decided we 
should have a party to celebrate.” She motioned to the smiling faces around her.

“That’s great! Congrats.” I kissed her. I really meant it too.

“Let’s drink some wine!” she shouted, reaching for one of the open bottles on the table. I laughed and passed a 
hand over my brow. I watched her friends all toss back their drinks and wait for more. I knew none of them had 
work in the morning.

“Listen, I’m ... I’m really tired. I just finished a double, and I’ve got to be back at Moe’s in the afternoon.” I felt 
all of them stare at me. Zoe refilled her cup, but didn’t drink it immediately. She slid her finger around its rim 
and chewed on her bottom lip.

“You can’t ever be happy for me,” she stammered and drank the entire cup in one, long gulp. She poured 
herself another cup and added the empty wine bottle to the collection beneath the table.

“What? No. Listen, I am happy. It’s just that it’s three in the morning, and I’m tired. I just want to get some 
sleep.”

“You never support me in what I do,” she mumbled. She stabbed her chest with her index finger while saying 
it, then pointed it at me. “You’re never supportive. You can’t ever be happy!” She was yelling by the end of it. Her 
eye makeup was beginning to run. She slapped one of the bottles off of the kitchen table. It shattered, and red 
wine ran all over the speckled linoleum tiles.



She stormed through the crowd of people, most of whom were quietly staring. The music was still playing. 
It was some loud, heavily-distorted dance song. Zoe walked up to the blank canvas and began sobbing. She 
grabbed small tubes of paint from the canvas’s feet and began crushing them, forcing spurts of paint onto the 
canvas. I didn’t know what to do. I stood back and watched as she picked up cans of paint, tore open the lids 
and threw them at the canvas. Puddles of black, neon blue and electric pink formed on the floor. When the 
paint was spent, she tore at her hair. The runoff stained her hair, her dress, her face. She scratched at the canvas’ 
surface, leaving fingerprints and claw marks in the layers of paint. A few of her close friends tried to restrain her, 
but she freed herself from their grasp.

“It isn’t fucking fair!” she screamed. “Why him? Why couldn’t it have been you?” She nearly collapsed, but her 
friends held her up and quickly led her out.

I began drinking almost immediately. I didn’t even wait for the last person to leave before I cracked open one 
of the wine bottles that Zoe’s friends had brought. I drank through the early morning. The last time I remember 
looking at the clock, it was around 8. I tore it off the wall and smashed it against the floor.

I remember going over to Zoe’s painting, if you could call it that. Two large splatterings of blue and pink 
looked like someone had lobbed shells of paint at the canvas. Between the two lobes of color, there was an 
explosion of black, which extended from the center, bleeding into horizontal tributaries before cascading down. 
I remember thinking that it looked like a heart. Not the kind ten year-olds draw. Not the kind you find in 
Hallmark greeting cards. Like an actual, proper, anatomical heart.

I must been into my third bottle by then. I went over to the kitchen, tore open a drawer and grabbed a knife. I 
stabbed and gouged and slashed at the canvas.

I finished up the third bottle of wine and began feeling very, very sick. I want to say that I just needed a little 
fresh air to sober me up. But at the time I remember thinking to myself, over and over, that our building was five 
stories high. I left my apartment, and the last thing I remember is the stairs.

Pubmanabha later told me that he found me at the bottom of the stairs leading up to the roof. He was leaving 
for work at nine in the morning when he stepped out of his apartment to find me unconscious, sprawled out on 
the hallway floor, bruised and bleeding from the mouth. He helped me to my feet and held me up as I hobbled 
over to his apartment. He sat me down at the kitchen table.

“I’ll get you some water,” he said.

I was still drunk, but lucid enough to recognize where I was. My mind wandered. I wondered if he had asked 
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Al about getting a discount on the apartment. I thought of the roof and wondered who would move into my apartment. 
I wondered if Al would give them a discount. It wouldn’t be fair, I thought to myself, for Al to give them discount if he 
didn’t give Pudmanabha one. That would make him a racist.

“He’s a fucking racist!” I shouted at Pudmanabha, but he ignored.

I wondered if Al had told Pudmanabha that Shane had died on that very table. I doubt it because I saw that, at the 
other end of the table, Pudmanabha had set up a small shrine. There was a statue of a fat, pink elephant-headed human 
with four arms. It was covered with a wreath of yellow flowers. At its feet was a pile of spare change and a candle in a 
golden dish.

Pudmanabha must have noticed me staring because when he returned with the water he set it to the side. He took me 
by the hand walked me over to the statue. He clasped his hands together and closed his eyes. I mindlessly followed. I 
stood with my hands clasped, eyes closed, listening to him chant in Indian. The words were long and melodic, almost like 
a song. I opened my eyes when he gently laid a finger against my shoulder. I watched him take his hands and circle them 
over the candle a few times and then rub his hands over his face. He stepped aside. I copied his motions, letting the tip of 
the fire grace my open palms, and felt the residual heat caress my face. 

When I opened my eyes, I could taste the blood in my mouth.

ganesh
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shE doEsn’t 
hold grudgEs 

Steven Chan

you get depressed because you
think your mother is miserable

you keep your door shut till dinner time
she steams the fish
the family slurps it dry
she cleans the mess

you’ve got so many chances to thank her
but the vocabulary just isn’t there 

you get ready to punch the mattress in your room
then you hear her laugh

the faucet outside running
she laughs

did dad make her laugh?
either dad made her laugh or she’s gone crazy

then dad laughs

you fall asleep faster on this night
the family is just fine



Poetry. 11

Excursion
Alice Fong

The sudden expansion of the door frame’s spring 
loaded hinge, the pushing open of the door
and the instantaneous contraction,
the deceleration of closure until
the door slams shut —
was a declaration for her, 
I can make it on my own.
To her father, it was the sound of pleading.

The time between leaving and returning again
spanned half a minute to half a decade.
She had turned down 
a sidewalk washed in lamplight
to keep away the lonesomeness that
soaked the night like a wet sleeve.

Her father caught up,
his arms blanketing around her shoulders 
as he looked beyond her face,
to the mornings past, when he himself was forced
onto the doorstep, out the front door.
Please, please, I’ll be good, I promise.
After a day of woodwork, with the sawdust
trailing his path, he ran barefoot home,
his heels peeling on the sun baked asphalt.
He ran back every night, thinking, But we have
too many mouths to feed.

This daughter who wants to make it 
on her own, these nights that try
his mind, and why
he no longer spits the words
Get out of my house when you turn eighteen
too easily anymore.

/
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abovE thE 
ground

“Sometimes when I am in one of 
my ugly moods I tell him that I am 
not his but rather the product of 
Mother’s revenge. And though I have 
told him this about a dozen times he 
always gets all wide -eyed and yells 
‘Abigail! Who did you cheat on me 
with?’ and Mother will shake her 
head and walk out of the house.”

Jein Odartey
/\ane



Above the Ground

Fiction. 23

My bare feet are dirty and my flip-flops hang on a branch, a hand stretch away. It’s almost sunset, and the 
strong heat from the sun is being chased away by a gentle sea breeze. Mother will be upset. I can not lie to her 
and even if I can, I hate to. Father has done enough of that for both of us. Thinking of Father makes me angry. 
So I block the thought of him and try to enjoy the African sunset. 

I am being very much careful today in order not to make much noise. Mother hates that I climb trees, play 
soccer and jump the neighbor’s wall to school. She always tries to talk me into playing with the other girls on 
our block instead of the boys. “That’s what girls do, Zayli,” she will say, in that gentle voice of hers.

I really do not care for what girls do and this breaks Mother’s heart. Granny keep telling her it’s ‘just a 
phase’ and I want her to believe that, so she will stop worrying so much. But I guess that will never happen. 
She believes that a Mother has to worry about her kids, especially when they are as unusual as I am. At least 
that’s what I think I heard her tell Granny when she thought I wasn’t paying attention to their whispered 
conversation.

“Ay-li!”  Kwame yelled up from below.

“Come on down.”

“Whatever for?” I yelled back.

Only Kwame calls me Ay-li or Elli, for some reasons. I never asked him why. I may never. I don’t care what he 
calls me. I don’t make a fuss when people give me nicknames. Mother doesn’t agree with this either. She says my 
name is my first gift and it will be what others will remember me by when I go six feet below. I know she’s right 
but why will I give a fig about what people think of me after my life has ended? I will be dead and uncaring!

 “We are going to shoot some hoops,” Kwame announces, trying to get a better view of me from under the 
tree. Kwame has been my best friend for as long as I can remember. 

 “So go on ahead! I am not coming!”  I told him.

He stood there for a second longer. I knew he was frowning slightly. I love shooting hoops. I love soccer even 
more. But, I was really tired and I didn’t feel like doing anymore to make Mother angry. When she sees my worn 
gray shorts, she’ll probably say, “There are some cute little cloths called skirts and I am certain they will look 
better on you, Zayli,” with that pleading look of hers. I used to reply, “Mother! You don’t want the boys looking 
up my skirts” 

“They won’t be able to if you stay on the ground dear,” she would say. I gave up being careful since Kwame 



i havE hurt 
pEoplE. i so 
sorry. 

has already blown my cover. I spied him walking towards the other boys and I saw Ama poke Yaa, lightly and I 
rolled my eyes.

I looked through the blanket of leaves at the sky. It’s getting late, I should get out of the tree and try to get 
home and take a shower before dinner, but I didn’t want to because Father will be there. I don’t like Father 
much and he knows it since I tell him at least once everyday. He keeps reminding me that I can’t talk to him just 
anyhow because he is my Father. Really, like I can forget that. 

Sometimes when I am in one of my ugly moods I tell him that I am not his but rather the product of 
Mother’s revenge. And though I have told him this about a dozen times he always gets all wide -eyed and yells 
“Abigail! Who did you cheat on me with?” and Mother will shake her head and walk out of the house.

He is a fat cheat and I don’t know why Mother stays but someday I hope she gets courage and pack her bags 
and when she does, mine are already packed so I will just grab them and follow.
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thE kid
Michael Dunn



to you
Sofia Denisova

summer’s shame is behind us with its red and yellow paints, 
under the redwood tree that pulls us closer to the ground. 
nearby the dark red streets seem bare, 
donning a brittle bone, just like the leaves. 
analyzing the reddish blemishes on my skin, you thrill me. 
yesterday’s faces will be obliterated along with 
november’s earthly waste.  i haven’t told you yet that i hid a piece of hope somewhere in  
that leafy grove. i haven’t told you yet that i
hung my heart on a thin red string on that branch which you 
touched as we left. 

/\y
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Alexei Nemchenko
thE unbEarablE



anEsthEsia
Jessica Rozario

In an effort to remember the green 
around the edges of the brown in his eyes,
you paint
only in green and brown. 

And when the wrinkle above his mouth 
is no longer cleverly crocheted into your mind
you write, 
only to mimic its form.

Occasionally, you forget his name, replace it with another’s.
And precisely the way he was,
you are afraid you have forgotten every freckle on his face.
Even the one above his eye
bordering the crimson in his brow.

Plucking and chafing on worn down guitar strings, 
and the lack of broken-in conversation
left calluses on the index finger of both hands.

The rest remains uncalloused.

These days,
a finger
and its anesthetizing ability
keeps you from paints and pens alike.
And in an effort to remember the green 
around the edges of the brown in his eyes,
you don’t.

Occasionally, his lashes are bread to your plebeian verse, 
his hand spartan quicksand in an hourglass you once held,
and his mouth, that paramount town you no longer visit.
But that is all.
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falls in, lovE
Lia Eusandwich

To D.L.

Faintly.
A train glides like vapor on the tracks of my waking dreams.
A low resonation, like our double heartbeat.
I’m enveloped in cold sheets but my feet are burning.
You’re breathing - a steady exchange
with what breathed me back into my shell -
like you’ve been flickering next to me in that soft bed’s dent for years.

Quickly.
You bled into me.
Seeping into my mind’s wrinkles, deeply reposed now
between the crook of the bend and this sliver of light.

Brightly.
The cold flood snaps me awake
and there you are, slowly focusing.

Quietly.
We dance and rustle on the hour’s turn,
with matching cold skin-on-skin and velvet fingertips.

Thin air licks our faces like a blaze,
curiously rapping on dim nooks,
awakening what I had put to bed
years before you met me that sweet fall morning.

tachewich
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dEw
Sylvester Arenas

A fallen trees long demise
its aged bark decayed.
Oyster mushrooms draped in dew.
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Sylvester Arenas
taxi
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Yellow hot taxi
bustling with laughing tourists,

wet from New York heat.

chErry blossoms
Chun Gong
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vEnus, sin mars
Viktoriya Syrov



thE mis-dEsirE 
for any list
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thE chan family
Stephen Chan



four orangEs
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Lidija Stupar

Sitting on the window
radiating like miniature suns,
they are waiting.
Patiently.

Four round bodies,
heavy and ripe
warm to the touch.
Inviting.

Silky when undressed,
like an innocent kiss
as they touch lips.
Gentle.

Their tender flesh
has inherited the color 
of late day;
Golden orange.



rEd 
cabbagE

“Kimchi is red. I see red and taste 
the fire of the cabbage leaves. I smell 
the red acidity that incites my nose. 
Unlike fruit punch lollipops, its red 
does not color my tongue. The red 
runs through my bloodstream and 
emanates laughter through my skin.”

Alice Fog



Red Cabage

Kimchi is my elixir. It is a Korean fermented cabbage and chili pepper dish whose name means “inner energy.” 
It is a luxury grown from the soil in the backyard. The first bite of the cabbage is a burst of red and revelation. 
I smiled for the first time today when my sister snickered at my tears and flushed face. She followed suit by 
stuffing the kimchi into her own mouth, then grabbing the Kleenex to wipe the wet delight leaking from our 
noses. My teeth grind out the vegetable juices that drain away drabness and replace it with spice. Kimchi cleans 
my respiratory system and plants friendly bacteria in my stomach. Its side effects include tears, a runny nose, 
flaming lips and tongue, and incessant salivation.

Kimchi is red. I see red and taste the fire of the cabbage leaves. I smell the red acidity that incites my nose. 
Unlike fruit punch lollipops, its red does not color my tongue. The red runs through my bloodstream and 
emanates laughter through my skin. My grandmother had once dragged me through marketplace stalls until 
we reached the source of a reeking spiciness. Under a canopy of umbrellas, the kimchi lady wore a red apron, 
red gloves, and mixed the red chili sauce in her red tub. She folded her mixture of scallions, garlic, ginger, and 
chili peppers in between the leaves of drained cabbage. She double bagged the bulging ball in clear plastic, and 
handed it to me. One bag of happiness for seven dollars.

Kimchi is my midnight snack. When I open the refrigerator door, the light converges on the glass bowl of 
cabbage steeped in red liquid. I steal it away to my room before its stench permeates the halls. Kimchi started 
as a random experiment of vegetables. The chili pepper that is so integral to the dish is not even indigenous 
to the Korean soil. The assortment of roots and leaves sat in each other’s juices and with time, chemistry and 
carbonation created a cultural staple. I peel off the saran wrap and the red splatters the lined paper on my desk. 
The color red, a scrap of laughter, soil, cravings; these ideas settle on the floor of my mind and have started to 
ferment. I draw the ripeness out with red ink on unlined paper. I start to write and kimchi is my inspiration.

Kimchi is my legacy. I will search for the secret proportions of each spice and vegetable that will ferment in 
perfect balance. In my kitchen, I will wear my red apron and tear from the intensity of flavor I create in my 
red tub of spices. I will store the kimchi in jars and bury them in the cool ground. I will pass on this recipe for 
simple indulgence. But before these daydreams materialize, I reach with my chopsticks for another color-soaked 
leaf.
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dEcision 
on thE 
boardwalk 

“Originating in a novel written 
by Mark Twain, “Gilded” literally 
means to be covered with a layer 
of gold, but also refers to the idea 
that the underlying body isn’t 
as nice but instead tarnished. 
The economy was growing at an 
astronomical rate during the age 
business and mental innovations”

Julie “Jigsaw” Ashcraft



Decision on the Boardwalk

“It’s getting late, but the view is so good,” I thought, as I looked at Manhattan. I’d never seen it from this 
angle. Lit windows and pier lights flickered hypnotically on the surface of the East River. I’d just moved to 
Brooklyn Heights, and this was my first trip to the boardwalk. The year was 1984. 

My sleek track bike rested on the metal railing before me, next to my friend’s old Schwinn touring bike. 
Comparatively, Bill’s bike was comedic; a bell on the handlebars - and it was a girl’s frame! He could easily have 
gotten his leg over the crossbar on a boy’s bike. He was more than 6 feet tall and towered above me, even as we 
sat side by side on the boardwalk park bench.   

The sun set while we talked. Pale, mannered denizens and a sprinkling of tourists gradually departed nearby 
benches, and were replaced by clutches of dark skinned girls and amorous couples. Five Dominican teenage boys 
came near, two of them on stingray bikes.  We were cool with that. Bill and I were used to being in the minority, 
having lived on Manhattan’s Lower East Side when Whites there were few and far between. We were so used to 
hearing Spanish spoken, we could easily differentiate between Dominican and Puerto Rican accents.   

Coming from the insular Park Cities of Dallas, Texas, I’d been surprised and delighted to be accepted into the 
racially diverse New York City Graffiti art movement/culture. Lee, Cey and Sharp took me down tunnels with 
them to paint pieces on subway cars. Lady Pink collaborated with me on a mural in the Roxy nightclub. And the 
Allen Boys, a Puerto Rican gang based in the housing project on Allen Street, commissioned me to paint the 
jackets of all their members - and those of their wives, girlfriends and children. My associations increased my 
level of safety in the neighborhood. People seemed to know not to mess with me.   

I was apparently the only Pratt Institute student who didn’t get mugged while living near the Brooklyn 
campus, a few years before. Pratt is near the Bedford-Stuyvesant neighborhood known for slogans such as 
“Bed-Stuy: Do or Die” and “Manhattan Makes It, Brooklyn Takes It.” Living a block from Myrtle Avenue, 
nicknamed “Murder Avenue” due to frequent homicides, my safety then may be attributed to the Punk Rock 
haircut and clothes I wore - and to being aware of my surroundings.   

Given my victimless track record, a co-worker had startled me when he suggested taking Wing Chun Kung 
Fu lessons from him. He’d learned this martial art when he served in the Vietnam War. He explained that the 
Wing Chun form had been invented by Buddhist nuns sick of being robbed and raped by marauding gangs of 
men. A smaller person could defeat a larger opponent, turning the assailant’s force back on him. I decided to 
take lessons, since my reputation as a top bike messenger was drawing hate from some slower riders who made 
less money. Plus, there’d been a rash of bike thefts lately, and my racing bikes were very desirable.   

I ravenously absorbed his lessons, and was amazed at the speed and agility I gained. Tremendously respecting 
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my teacher, it was very disappointing to realize he was rapidly becoming addicted to the new street drug, Crack. 
Would he become yet another homeless Black Vietnam veteran? There were too many already. Crack seemed to 
be even more addictive and rapidly destructive than the Heroin habits many drafted soldiers had unfortunately 
picked up as they coped with stress, horror and misery during and after that war.   

The Dominican teenagers had been circling around Bill and I as we sat talking on the park bench. All five of 
them were on foot now. When their leader gave an order, my friend and I simultaneously felt hands encircle our 
necks. I immediately started screaming, drawing the attention of girls sitting on a park bench several yards away 
to our left. Hands clamped down on my throat until no sound came out. Fearing the assailant would cut off all 
oxygen, I stopped screaming. The girls laughed. My friend and I watched as a boy rode away on my track bike. 
This was somewhat amusing as it was a fixed wheel bike with tight toe clips on the pedals, clearly awkward and 
disorienting to the thief. It was annoying to see the bike go, but it was just a cheap Lotus. At least he didn’t get 
the expensive hand-built Tre Rencho, 12-gear road racing bike I usually rode. And, after all, these kids might 
have been poor. I made money.   

Next, one of the teens rode away on my friend’s bike. Weirdly, Bill didn’t react at all. He just sat there, 
completely calm, doing nothing while we were being mugged. I wasn’t sure whether this was his strategy, or 
whether he was basically useless in terms of defense. I may have made a mistake, feeling safer in the company of 
my tall, male friend.   

I figured the thieves would take our money next. I was surprised when the hands moved from my neck to my 
breasts. “Oooo … White girl gonna get raped!” said one of the girls nearby. The others laughed. I realized I could 
end up gang-raped and dead in the nearby bushes. Apparently, no one was going to help me.   

I’d felt no metal on my neck and heard no click. Apparently the teen assailants were unarmed. And although 
they were organized and had the bodies of Golden Gloves boxers, they seemed new to mugging. It didn’t seem 
routine. They seemed a little unsure. It could have been their first time.   

Lurching forward and down, I easily broke the assailant’s grip on my breasts. In one fluid motion I reached 
into my messenger bag, pulled out my U-shaped bike lock, stood, faced the assailants, and swung the 7 pound 
metal lock a quarter-inch from the leader’s skull. He froze in fear as the lock sliced through the air by his ear, 
grazing his short hair. 

I’d shown restraint in not smashing his skull. The first impulse was to kill. It’s one thing if someone takes your 
property. It’s another if they try to take your body.   

Within nanoseconds, I’d calculated choices, possible outcomes, made a decision, and acted on it. I thought 



thE gathEring
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it was better to go after the leader, since the others would follow. And I was pretty sure he would die if the full 
force of my lock smashed his head. So I weighed the possible outcomes of killing versus attempting to scare him 
and the others away.   

1.) Killing could result in a murder trial where I’d have to prove I acted in self-defense. It would be my 
word against many witnesses, most of whom seemed predisposed to testify against me. The exception 
would be my friend, Bill. But he didn’t seem much of a friend at this point. 

2.) Even if I killed the leader, scared the rest of them off, fled the scene and there was no trial, the 
remaining assailants still could track me down and kill me. After all, I lived just a few blocks away, and 
they’d gotten a good enough look at me to identify me. 

3.) Smashing his skull could splatter me with his blood. This was the height of the New York City AIDS 
crisis. Research had shown the deadly disease was carried by sperm and blood, and there was no cure and 
no treatment for the disease at that point. These kids could have easily been sexually activ - and could 
have also used drugs intravenously. I didn’t want to risk getting the kid’s blood on me.

4.) He was young, maybe not a hardened criminal yet. Would killing him really be appropriate? 

5.) I had never killed anyone. Did I want someone’s death on my conscience?   

I decided to swing the lock as close to the leader’s head as possible without hitting it. Then I screamed, “Pick 
your feet up motherfuckers! Your brains are about to be on the sidewalk!”  

The assailants unfroze, then, fled - with us running after them. I was actually relieved the teens ran faster, 
since I wasn’t sure what Bill and I could do if we caught them. We didn’t have any rope or handcuffs to make a 
citizen’s arrest with. And our only weapon was my bike lock. 

We found a phone booth and called the police, who showed up about 20 minutes later. The scene of the crime 
was vacant. Everyone was gone. The police took a description of our bikes and filled out a crime report. I never 
heard from them again.  

Walking away from the patrol car, Bill turned to me and said, “Guess I’ll have to go to St. Mark’s Place and 
buy another hot bike.”

“What are you kidding?” I said. 

He smiled and shook his head, “No.”



Decision on the Boardwalk

I continued, “So that’s why you didn’t care! You’d bought a stolen bike! And I thought maybe your sister had 
given it to you!”

“Now I’ll go spend 10 bucks for another bike. Or maybe the same one is already there. Ha ha,” he laughed. 

“You asshole,” I said. “You sat there and did nothing. I could have been raped, and now you want to go buy 
another hot bike and perpetuate the same shit that just happened to us!  You’re no friend of mine! Don’t ever 
call me again.”   

He never did. I saw him years later in a supermarket. I tried to ignore him, but he sheepishly said, “Hello.” I 
haven’t seen Bill since.  I’ve never gone back to the Brooklyn Heights boardwalk. I never bought another bike. I 
quit working as a messenger soon after the incident.  I lost a bike and a friend, but gained the priceless self-
confidence that comes with successfully defending yourself. 

I’m so glad they had no weapons. Things might have turned out differently.   

Now and then, I wonder about the kid whose life I spared that evening. Did he eventually give up crime, or 
just become harder?
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down thE wind
Sze Man Chan
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Lia Eustachewich

We grew together, side by side 
like roots,
and broke ground, but dried out 
under the heat of it all.

We grew together, and this will hurt.
(Makes me sick,
like chewing on your
licorice root.)

Sun’s up now.

You grow one way,
I’ll grow the other.

You go one way,
I’ll go the other.

r\/



onE yEar latEr
Tina Grandinetti

I. 
First step out of Penn Station
straight into a roaring river 
of briefcases suitcases shopping bags 
hats heads high heels 
swept up in to the raging current of a city street.
Taxis honk and subways roar,
but the real noise is 
the 8 million footsteps pounding down the sidewalk 
the 6 trillion voices yelling in my ears
and my heartbeat pounding in my temples.
Heart skips a beat, lungs miss a breath.
I am here.

II.
Home is quiet.
Just back from the airport I get out of the car.
And from the driveway I hear
crickets, a dog barking, 
the palms behind the house rustling with the trade winds, 
and something sizzling in the kitchen.
The silence echoes like a seashell to my ear;
Everything and nothing in the absence of noise,
I jump when I hear the car door slam.

III.
New York has made me afraid
of quiet.
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Stamping like an elephant through the snow, 
I pass others with suffering faces.
We chuckle at each other thinking,
“This weather sure is ridiculous, 
this life sure is ridiculous.”

And after every fight with her, we stand at opposite corners of the room thinking,
“Now what the hell did all that accomplish?”

And after every war, those who suffer most, the women, wonder,
“Now what did all that accomplish?  
We’re back to where we started,
waiting around for the next one ... you men.”

But we go forward, even as we get more barbaric, we’re still going forward.
It’s frustrating and backbreaking, but experience requires a lot of hell.
That Heaven they speak of ... 
it’s a place better suited for puppies.
 
The rest of us who walk on two legs, 
we need the heat of the fire and the slip of the ice.
We need the bones of the fish
and we absolutely need what we do to each other.  

So the snow makes sense. 
It’s not ridiculous, no matter what your shivering limbs tell you.
It sets the stage for us to long for summer.
It awakens the senses and compels you 
to get home to your loved ones or your goldfish. 

So I say to the blizzard, 
“You aren’t that ridiculous after all,  
no more than the people you fall on.” 

_
ph



brilliant
piEcEs

“His large, meaty, calloused hands, 
with fingernails black from years of 
working beneath monstrous vehicles, 
cradled a delicate pink rose. It floated 
in his hands, almost as if it would 
be far too painful for him to hold 
it with much force. Rita snorted at 
the irony and exited the train.”

Maya Katchup
shyap



Brilliant Pieces

She hurried. Hurried down the cold, grey, trash-littered sidewalk and headed to the street. She imagined all 
the foul things that passed beneath her feet but did not slow down to look. She was late, as usual. 

Rita yanked on the collar of her peacoat and wrapped it closer to her neck, as if to seal any entrance a wisp of 
air might have been looking for. She shoved her iced, gloveless hands into her pockets. ‘Why am I even going?’ 
she wondered. ‘I don’t like her.’ Despite her reasoning, and a wrenching instinct to turn around and run home, 
she hopped into the subway entrance.

Just past the turnstiles, she fingered the weathered edge of the photograph in her pocket. Rita’s long, 
slender fingers glided over all its creases and bends. She knew exactly how many there were, four long and two 
short ones. She imagined the face in the photo right now. Rita had studied it so many times — hoping for a 
connection, a resemblance — the image was forever seared in her mind, behind her eyelids. 

The 3x4 black and white held an oval, wrinkled face. Her wide and carefree grin, that was missing one front 
tooth, hinted at some joke that only she was in on. Her thinning, white hair was swept back into a low bun but a 
few tiny hairs betrayed the knot and flew out around her face.

What Rita loved most about the picture, though, were her eyes. Those wild eyes shone and glimmered with 
mischief. They revealed certainty and knowledge but captured the abandon that she lived in her youth. 

“So if everyone would join me in a toast … to Jessica! We shall miss you, my dear, while you are out saving 
the world!” bellowed Dan atop the large mahogany dining room table. Jessica looked up and beamed. His knees 
wobbled a bit as he threw his head back and gulped the remnants of the Veuve Clicquot bottle.

The eyes suddenly evaporated from Rita’s mind. She looked up, as the intrusion left her thoughts unfulfilled. 
‘Why don’t you shut your mouth and get off the table,’ she thought as her grip tightened around the stem of her 
champagne glass. She looked around at all the pretty revelers in Jessica’s Lower East Side loft apartment. They 
all seemed so sure, so perfectly set. 

“Bunch of idiots,” she muttered and turned her eyes to her shoes. 

The fucking Peace Corps. A Columbia graduate and now Jessica is leaving to go to Cambodia with the Peace 
Corps. ‘How do you compete with that?’ Rita wondered with irritation. She looked over at her old family friend 
surrounded by gawking admirers, watched as her perfect, white Chiclet teeth housed in her smooth tan face 
formed a grin. Her radiant brown hair cascaded back over her shoulders as she sipped her champagne. ‘You don’t 
try, that’s how. It’s better if you just don’t try,’ Rita acceded. She put her right hand in her pocket and felt for her 
photo.  
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As she stood alone by the front door, Rita could hear her father’s voice echoing in her head. ‘The Peace Corps 
doesn’t just accept any Joe Schmo, you know.’ ‘Any Joe Schmo like me is what he meant to say,’ she thought. Why 
was it that no matter where she went, he was always there, always listening, judging? ‘I could travel to the ends of the 
damn earth and he’d be there, in my head.’ She could feel her face getting hot and at any moment, tears threatened to 
spill down her inflamed cheeks. Rita set her champagne glass down and looked for her friend. It was time to leave.

Rita got on the F train at Second Avenue and nestled in for a long ride. As the archaic train lurched down the 
line, she watched the world enter and exit. A young couple reading magazines with their arms intertwined. A rotund 
mother feeding her four-year-old boy Skittles. An old man with a leather-like face and a plaid flannel coat dozing 
off onto the woman next to him, as she looked over at him with annoyance. When life became too much for Rita to 
bear, she liked to pick a spot and people watch. It was soothing seeing the imperfect population of the city. In a sick 
way, it lifted her spirits to see other people stuck in a shitty spot, just like her.

A man standing by the door was hungrily ogling Rita. She noticed his heavy gaze from the corner of her eye but 
did not meet his stare. Instead, she started scowling, hoping he would get the point.  

The boy across from her let out a shrill scream. The Skittles bag was empty.

The man’s eyes bore through her as if they envisioned the lacy wonders that encapsulated the body beneath her 
clothes. ‘Perv,’ she thought angrily to herself as she glared at him and then quickly looked away. ‘Why can’t people 
leave me alone!?’ 

Rita jumped out of her seat and her purse fell from her lap, its contents spilling out over the train floor, like loose 
marbles on a counter top. She hurriedly scooped everything back into her bag, leaving behind a few pennies and a lip 
gloss, and ran to the next car of the train. Rita plopped down in a seat in the corner and carefully rearranged her bag, 
feeling a bit of relief.

When the train doors opened at Bergen Street, a large man in faded jeans and a light denim shirt entered and sat 
in an orange seat directly across from her. He gazed at nothing in particular, all the while looking quite forlorn. He 
shifted one of his brown, scuffed construction boots on top of the other and looked out the window at nothing. His 
large, meaty, calloused hands, with fingernails black from years of working beneath monstrous vehicles, cradled a 
delicate pink rose. It floated in his hands, almost as if it would be far too painful for him to hold it with much force. 
Rita snorted at the irony and exited the train.

It was an unusually cold afternoon for early October, the skies so dull and lifeless. The few brown gnarled trees on 
her block were starting to lose some leaves as the deep fall set in. They were scattered all over the block, crunching 
with every step she took, down the path back to her home. A certain smell lingered in the air, wet mornings and 
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smoke curling. The fall was her favorite season. She lived for the cool weather and the shades of gold and amber. 
She loved curling up with a cup of coffee and having no particular agenda for the day. But this was different. A 
darkness hung over the neighborhood and clung to her bones. 

When she arrived at her house, her mother was setting the dinner table. “Go change up and come down to 
eat,” she said.

‘Super,’ thought Rita.

Dinner was a time for her parents to catch up on week’s worth of activity. Or rather, it was a time for her 
mother to fire question after question at her father about everything — his colleagues, why he didn’t eat the 
lunch she packed, whether he would accompany her to the Chinese grocery story tomorrow, among others. Her 
father simply replied in grunts and monosyllabic words.

“Did Mr. Mennon’s wife come?” 

“No.”

“She didn’t?” asked her mother, her eyes wide and tone incredulous. “Why, what was the queen doing that she 
couldn’t make it over?” 

Her father stared at her blankly, not wanting to be a partner in her histrionics. 

“Who knows. Sometimes it’s better that certain people don’t show up,” he said. Her mother accepted this and 
nodded. There were a few minutes of silence and then — 

“So, what’s her daughter doing now?”

“She finished her residency last month. She can now practice wherever she wants.”

“Really? Wow.”

“It’s so unbelievable. Their whole family is just, just brilliant. Either PhDs or MDs! All of them!”

Were they really sitting here having this conversation? Was this a joke? She looked around the table but they 
paid no heed to their offspring seated just across from them.

Rita sat, pushing the food around her plate and thinking of ways to make them feel sorry for her. ‘What if I 
was walking down the street and a large truck barreling down the road just plowed into me? Yeah, then they’d 
feel bad,’ she decided. She stared at the grains of white rice on her plate, the blue and red floral plates that have 
been in use for at least 15 years. Rita’s throat began to ache. She tried to swallow what was coming but to no 
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avail. She knew this ache. It signified her childhood.

In her old home, the loved one that kept all her secrets and nestled her desires into its bricks, in the ground 
like roots, she had a room. Not just a bedroom but a sanctuary. Inside her closet, in a corner where the two walls 
should have met, was a space large enough to fit a suitcase. Rita would inch herself backward and sit cozily, 
for hours. Once there, she would unfurl her mind and think things she didn’t dare outside. She would imagine 
herself in wild scenarios, talk out loud and listen to her home creak lovingly, as if settling into an embrace.

It was in that room Rita heard the musings of her parents. Since her closet lay adjacent to their bedroom, 
all she had to do was press her ear up against the cool wall, listen past the vibrating sounds, and she was made 
privy to their thoughts. The shadowy notions that only adults would share out of earshot of their children. It was 
there, in her haven, that she was stung by her father.

“I don’t know, I just don’t know,” he said. His voice was hushed and polluted with resignation. Father and 
daughter had just returned from Rita’s last piano practice.

“No interest at all? What if we try to make it worth her while?”

“It’s no use. She doesn’t want to do anything,” he sighed. “I don’t think she ever will.”

Then silence. Rita’s chest was tightening. She looked down and saw her Power Rangers t-shirt quivering. Her 
throat began to ache.

She could hear her father making his way to the bedroom door. He must have turned back to her mother. 
“Hah. We should have had more kids.”

Rita slept in her closet that night, a drenched spot of carpet under her head. Her parents did not come to tuck 
her in.

She floated up from the depths of her mind and raised her head. “Hey, guess what?” Rita offered to her 
parents, enthusiastically.

“What?” Her mother’s eyes lit up.

“I don’t give a rat’s ass — ”

“RITA!”

“ — about Mr. Mennon’s daughter!”

“Rita, what is wrong with you?! What is wrong with her?” she pleaded in the direction of her father, who sat 
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there shaking his almost white-haired head.

“I don’t know,” he breathed disinterestedly, while scooping up another spoonful of rice. His voice sounded 
polluted. Again.

“Excuse me,” Rita replied, flatly.

She laid down on the bed in her dark room, hot tears streaming down the sides of her face. She couldn’t stop 
crying; it was as if months worth of pent up heartache all came blubbering out. Rita turned to her side and 
stared at the shadows on the wall. Occasionally, flashes of lights would glide across the blue wallpaper from the 
headlights of passing cars. She watched as they danced around the room. Danced as if there was nothing else in 
the world meant for them to do.

She thought about the great city she lived in now and all that was at her feet. Rita remembered visiting New 
York in the summer as a child, jean shorts rolled up high and her yellow smiley face bubble watch blinking 
2:37. It was so hot that summer that the pavement glowed black. The road was throbbing with heat. It made 
its presence known. Back then, she didn’t understand the city, not in the way she does now. Then, she was 
just a frequent visitor, one who came because she lived close enough but stood at the fringe of all its vibrant 
happenings and hummings. 

It was different now, though. She lived here now. Rita could take advantage of whatever she pleased but she 
didn’t. 

“I had so many paths open,” she lamented aloud. “Why did I choose … nothing?”

She could hear a faint muffled conversation through her door, down below. Rita rolled her eyes; her parents 
were probably contemplating sending her to a therapist.

After some hours had passed by and the thick of night had settled in, she opened her bedroom door. She 
could hear her parents in the next room, her mother shifting in bed and her father softly snoring. Rita tiptoed 
into the hall and gingerly lowered herself onto the steps. She knew the exact spots where they creaked from the 
pressure and she was careful to step around them. Rita grabbed her blue peacoat from the downstairs closet and 
opened the front door. 

There it sat, beautiful and shiny, her neighbor’s brand new luxury sedan parked right outside her gate. A chill 
ran down her spine. She could see her breath in the air. She was fascinated by the car’s gleaming windows. They 
were perfect, fluid, seamless. Not a scratch on them. They were everything she wasn’t. She had a ton of scratches. 
Her life was one big scratch. 
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Suddenly, the windows were offending her with their righteousness. Stupid windows. Rita fished through the 
recycling bin on the sidewalk and pulled out a wooden plank. She walked up to the car and was struck by her 
reflection. A red, tear-stained mess. Not for long. Rita gripped the plank and held it steadily. She raised both 
hands high above her head and without stopping for one moment, brought it down hard on the windshield. She 
raised and swung again. Again. And again. The car’s piercing alarm was ringing in her ears, it was drowning out 
all thoughts swelling in her head, even the sane ones that crept in, telling her this was the epitome of stupid. But 
she didn’t hear it.

She kept going. She felt her face contorting into ugliness. Her eyes were wide and wild. She kept smashing 
everything in sight. When Rita was finally through, she staggered back, her chest heaving. She looked around at 
the mess and then at her hands; she had gotten multiple splinters from the plank and was bleeding. But she felt 
no pain. She felt good.

Rita fished for her photo in her right jean pocket. She held it carefully as to not get any blood on it.

The woman in the creased photo smiled back at her. Rita ran her finger across her lined face, her white hair, 
those untamed eyes. At that moment, she saw herself in her grandmother, she felt the connection she so longed 
for. 

Rita replaced the photo and looked around into the night. There wasn’t a soul on the street.

She stood shivering on the pale sidewalk and stared at the thousand shards of shattered dark glass strewn in 
front of her. Tinted. Tainted. Like her soul. She stared. Stared at how they glimmered brilliantly under the harsh 
yellow light of the streetlamp.
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Stephen Chan

The spring has been like a timid cat,
pawing at the door, but running away when someone comes near.

I was home alone, 
taking the best kind of shower, with the door open, 
not worrying about the steam dampening the toilet paper roll 
or bubbling up the plaster on the walls.

I was pushing soap into my pits, 
between my toes,
when something made me feel very pleasant all of a sudden.

A rush of optimism, 
letting the guilt and regret I had accumulated on my shoulders 
go down the drain with the rest of the dirt.

The world is beautiful at that instant. 

And just as you’re about to rinse off  
and take a wet step into this new lightness, 
ready to tackle down any prick on the street,
poised enough to not let them steal your bounce,

the bouquet rots

and you’re left alone with a chill from the open bathroom door,
and too much shampoo in your hair.
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salsa’s 
squandErEd 

summEr
Frank Marzullo

You fretted so about salsa,
said I’d be quite the smoothie.
You heard the song in my soul
blasting in stereo to all
since I met you.   
The class was a vessel.
I wanted the romance,
more ruses to hold you.
Surmised I’d seduce you, 
unless you were a stone.

Career neuroses elbowed in
a crowded trio on the floor
You quit right in the middle 
of our summer oasis.
Volunteer work would glow
on the sacred resume.
Brownie points and brown nosing
make for a black heart.



sEasons 
Lia Eustachewich

Back to
Candy leaves, ink streets,
When the body just knows. 
And when hips creak 
And I crawl 
When cold slips through bones.  

But
Soon  

When fall lets go, 
The smell of winter heat 
Lingers, looms. 
And that slow month’s low 
And my gut’s dull knot 
When cold gnaws through bones.  

This fall brought me back.
And I’m never going back. 

This time, time’s mine. 
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artistic povErty
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i’m outta jokEs EvEryonE but 
i’d likE to sing you all a ditty 
bEforE i lEavE town

Stephen Chan
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passion 
for fashion

Chris Tangy



midnight
landscapE
or drEamEr’s grotto

Cosette Pichado
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glass half 
full, brain 
on Empty

“Kim returned to find two pieces of 
fried chicken and mashed potatoes 
in a thick pool of gravy. She was 
carrying her jacket in both hands. 
As she maneuvered to sling it 
around the back of her chair with 
her right hand, her left hand deftly 
placed the glass on the table.”

Frank Marzullo



Glass Half Full, Brain on Empty
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Vernon Oliver was weary of raking leaves. He tried everything to neglect the chore. He wore his Sony 
headphones, faithfully tuned to his rap station, WQHT. He pleaded a bogus family emergency case to a 
sympathetic supervisor for three weeks to be let off early. He went AWOL altogether on one placement. He 
even went the guided imagery route on his last one, imagining for a month, in ever-increasing detail, to be 
tidying up his very own leafy, expansive spread in Westchester County; Chappaqua or something, not too far 
from the Clintons. Go clubbing with Bill. It was no longer any use, none of it. All the ruses and chicanery were 
played out, big time. It was finally Friday. Vernon’s shift was over now, and he dreaded the thought of any more 
of these engagements. He lit up a Newport and flicked away the match. Thanksgiving was still a month away, 
but he felt like a year-round turkey.  

He was only twenty-three, but he felt more like forty since getting his Code 40 from Social Services. “Absent 
some compelling reason I don’t know about, you’re a C40 status, Mr. Oliver,” a caseworker had told him when he 
went in to fight it. The agency had finally smoked him out. They fingered him as employable. The word gave him 
the shivers. They sent him over to the Parks Department building in East Harlem, where, amidst the rabble, he 
tuned out half the words of his orientation speaker. “The Work Experience Program shoots you up with pride! 
You’ll see,” the plump middle-aged Puerto Rican woman insisted, her arm flab jiggling as she thrust up her fist.

Vernon was now in the standard awkward position of a Workfare case. For almost two whole years, he’d 
shown up on Monday morning to Parks’ office to get his assignment for the week. It was a four times a week 
gig at whatever park needed people.  They say jump, he’s supposed to ask how high. Some weeks he even got to 
paint. The graffiti never did disappear altogether. It only went on vacation. A ghetto getaway. Or he would have 
to show up to some courthouse and clean jury rooms. His favorite, or least-hated, of the bunch was this stint in 
Marcus Garvey Park. It was in the neighborhood, and he got to know a couple other guys, who wound up with 
the same fate but could kid about it. Lately, Parks joined the twenty-first century. He could call a hotline, punch 
in his social security number and get his marching orders from a pre-programmed, inflection-free voice. Cut, 
dried, desiccated and dead.  Just like what passes for nature in half the city’s park land. They couldn’t slot you 
for more than twenty hours a week, but it always felt like forty. He went back home, actually his grandmother’s 
home, a neatly-kept apartment on 133rd Street off Lenox. Vernon had been living under the radar on the good 
graces of Home Relief, a state and city-funded program for able-bodied childless adults that is virtually identical 
in both its benefit levels and its destructive consequences to Uncle Sam’s Aid to Families with Dependent 
Children. Dependency city. On the dole. On the rag. Now there was some payback to perform, and Vernon, 
though a strapping 6’2”, was as wrung out as a rag at a car wash. 



He had casually brought up the bare bones of the scheme to his girlfriend, Kim, over the summer, a crazy, 
far-fetched gambit in the mid-August doldrums. “What if we just eat glass and sue the restaurant?” he said idly. 
Love being blind, she was totally open to it. 

 “Yeahhh! I like it! Wish I thought of it,” Kim, a tall nineteen year old from the Manhattanville Houses, 
exclaimed, her large eyes flashing with mischief. 

Vernon could hardly believe his ears. Well, it was a decent caper on paper, he thought. He didn’t quite know 
where it came from, but he acted on the impulse to follow up. 

“Shit, you wanna be the victim, too?” he asked with a grin. “‘Cause if they clean out my gut to get it out, who 
knows what else they’ll find.”

“Yeah, baby, I got you. I’m thin. They’ll get through with me quicker. We can split it.”

“All right by me. Tomorrow. You got guts, girl.” He thought for a second about what he just said. “And I hope 
you get to keep ‘em!” He yanked her white tee shirt out from her daisy dukes and slid his hand up her torso. 

*

The next morning they walked to the 125th Street Metro North station to take a train to Yonkers. They were 
going to visit with Kim’s cousin Stacy for a while. Kim had a bouncy, nervous energy on the ride up. From her 
window seat, she kept poking Vernon in the arm to say how beautiful the sun was in its splendid reflection off 
the endless Hudson River. A teal cigarette boat buzzed by, momentarily disturbing the calm. Then the water 
resettled, gleaming like the glass of Tiffany’s windows. Vernon never took off his headphones. 

Stacy’s living room looked like a tornado had blown through it. A bulging laundry bag reeked of sweat. An 
ashtray overflowed with Virginia Slims butts. A paperback, Whispered Promises, lay on the carpet floor, its cover 
tattered. Next to it was a baby’s bottle. Stacy’s four-year old daughter Tina was propped in front of the TV set 
watching Clifford The Big Red Dog when they got there, followed by a riveting episode of WordWorld. Vernon 
fiddled with the rabbit ears, brushed his middle finger across the top of the Zenith’s black box and stared at the 
thick coat of dust he’d picked up. “Get out of the way!” Tina yelled. 

“Who are you, Oscar the Grouch?” Vernon asked, letting out a cackle not unlike Ernie’s. He flicked a bit of 
dust off his finger, letting it cascade onto Tina’s braided head. 

“He came on this morning! You missed him,” she scolded.

“Tina, you just leave him be, child,” Stacy called in from the kitchen. “He’s a guest.” 
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They cut the visit short, as Stacy had to take fourteen-month old Jaleel to the doctor, who was strict about 
lateness. After they said their goodbyes to Stacy and her handfuls on the corner, they wandered around town a 
bit. Vernon kept his eyes peeled for just the right storefront. He shot Kim a worried look. 

“You chickened out yet?” he asked. 

“Damn, I’m here, ain’t I? Leave it all to me, in fact. And I’m hungry, so make it someplace nice.” 

“That’s my girl. I was just checkin’, baby.” He made small talk and paid Kim compliments for the next quarter 
mile, grinning more than Nick Cannon after Mariah Carey, a breath-taking meal ticket on amazing legs, agreed 
to marry him.  

They came upon Amy’s Culinary Corner on Farragut Avenue. It was a nice enough place, clean, big enough 
for twelve tables and full of placid landscape prints on the wall. Most important of all, the diners all had water 
glasses before them. 

They sat themselves in the rear. Vernon wanted to avoid the sun, which streamed in through the windows with 
a blinding force. A brunette teenage waitress with hazel eyes and pink nails a shade lighter than her lips came 
by to drop off menus and glasses of ice water. Her self-written name tag read “Chrissy’, with a heart over the i 
substituted for a dot. Vernon considered her curvy figure. He quickly took two large gulps, leaving only three 
forlorn cubes. Kim bent over the table to cough, switched her glass with Vernon’s and slipped the glass under her 
black denim jacket. “I need the ladies room. Order for me, baby,” she told Vernon as she strode away. Vernon was 
so confused that he neglected to gaze at her ass, as was his custom.  

Kim returned to find two pieces of fried chicken and mashed potatoes in a thick pool of gravy. She was 
carrying her jacket in both hands. As she maneuvered to sling it around the back of her chair with her right 
hand, her left hand deftly placed the glass on the table. She quickly crumpled the paper towel that was hiding 
it and stuffed it into a jacket pocket. “Wow, it looks so good!” she said, taking in the aroma wafting up from the 
plate as she sat down. Vernon stared at her while taking a healthy bite out of his medium-rare cheeseburger. He 
noticed the empty glass. It had a small chip along its mouth. He nodded to her and smiled. “Here, have some of 
my fries too. You know Kanye’s opening a bunch of Fatburger joints in Chicago? The guy’s a straight-up genius.” 

*

They got back to the Metro North station and made their way up to Harlem Hospital. 

“God, I hope you don’t have to take a dump soon, baby. That would ruin everything,” Vernon reminded Kim.
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“And you think I don’t know that?” she snapped. “It’s a short enough walk.” She shifted into a brisker pace, 
clomping along in her black gladiator shoes, which made her calves look as though they were encased in a pair 
of shin guards. “I ground up some glass last night and took it up with me too, in case I couldn’t get enough at 
the place. I washed some of that down too, just to be on the safe side.”

They arrived, passing under a black abstract sculpture of a family being supported by giant hands affixed to the 
hospital’s facade. It looked powerful and comforting, even if Vernon couldn’t make out their faces. “That’s gonna 
be us one day, Kim,” he pointed. She reached behind him and rubbed his neck, working her hand under the 
collar of his yellow polo shirt. The acrylic nail tips scraped his skin.

After a few hours in the waiting room, a young Asian man with three days worth of stubble called Kim’s 
name. His aqua scrubs had seen better days, Kim thought as she followed him back, his frayed cuffs dragging 
along the floor. He instructed her into a room and to strip to the waist. I gotta take off my clothes for this dude, 
she thought, crinkling her eyes. Kim noticed the I.D. card dangling from his shirt pocket. It featured an even 
more youthful, clean-shaven man named Jae Hung. 

The X-rays confirmed the presence of glass particles in her stomach, about twenty milligrams worth. A nurse 
with a southern drawl admitted her and advised that she was probably not in any imminent danger. They would 
pump her stomach when a room became available. 

“It’ll be 24 to 48 hours altogether, that’s the routine,” she smiled at the couple. “We’re just a bit concerned 
about the rectum.” You and me both, Vernon thought. He caught the nurse’s shiny I.D. card swinging from her 
neck: Kimberly Masters-Johnson.  

“I gotta bounce,” Vernon said, springing up onto his Timberlands. “Grandma ain’t got no medicine left and 
I forgot to go to the pharmacy. Call me when they let you go home. I’ll pick you up. I can check up on you 
tomorrow, even. Good thing I live like down the block.” He turned to the nurse. “What a disaster. Take good 
care of her, now.” Outside, he glanced up at the sculpture as he dug into his faded jeans for a Newport.    

*

Jerry Milstein lifted the baseball paperweight on his mahogany desk. He ran his thumb and forefinger along 
its one hundred eight double stitches, and then returned it to its wooden pedestal. An air conditioner hummed 
smoothly in the background, its current allowing a sheet of note paper to take flight, drifting up and hitting 
the ball. Milstein slipped it under his brown leather desk pad. He said that Kim’s case wasn’t airtight, but close 
enough for him to take it on a contingency basis. The usual spiel. These guys must be good, Vernon figured. 
Hell, they had pretty big offices on 125th and Park. The view was cool; he was digging the scene. The Se Habla 
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Español signs alone must give them half their damn clients up here. He had seen some of their ads on the 
subway. Herido en un accidente? Llamanos ahora. 

“Hopefully we won’t have to fight it. Litigation can be so thorny. They’d just as soon skirt it altogether. The 
insurance firms can allocate some decent sums sometimes. You’d be surprised,” he said soothingly. “In any event, 
you can be assured that I shall give it my utmost attention. I’ll be in touch when there’s news.” He smoothed his 
trim gray mustache, capped his navy fountain pen and ushered them to the elevator.  

*

Milstein called Kim on Monday. An offer had drifted in, “an olive branch of reconciliation” in his words. He 
wanted to know if she would settle with the restaurant’s insurance company for $8,500. Kim had agreed on the 
phone and went right over to Milstein’s office to sign the papers. Vernon was pissed. She must have been doing 
cartwheels the whole way over, he thought. He figured she should have played hardball and gotten the offer up 
to an even $10,000. Now that’s a lot of leaves, a ton of cheddar for his burgers. And then he liked big, round 
numbers. They were so elegant. 

Vernon told her it was “a sorry-ass, lowball offer.” 

Kim wouldn’t have any of it, “He’s a good lawyer, he did his job. I wanna fucking get through with this shit. 
I didn’t notice your stomach getting pumped out or you flashing the X-ray guy! You couldn’t wait to get away 
from me! You didn’t even show up the next day, sayin’ you had to get to work. Oliver and out! I still feel nauseous 
sometimes!”

She hadn’t answered his calls or texts since. Or come to the intercom whenever he buzzed. The check must 
have been cut and mailed to her already, he thought. Would he ever see a nickel of it? A gust of wind swept 
through the park, relieving the trees of their autumnal apparel. Even nature’s got a shakedown. Sparrows 
fluttered and hopped in the soil, on the lookout for Harlem’s crumbs. A spry orange tabby prowled the 
perimeter of a tree, fenced-in for its own good by wires, now half-rusted. The mangy survivor was persistent and 
surprisingly nimble, as if it he knew that it had at least a couple of lives left should this one be snuffed out.

Vernon zipped up his Rocawear jacket, fished a pack of Newports from the sleeve’s cargo pocket and turned 
his collar up against the evening chill.  A red leaf caught on his brown wool cap. He picked it out of the fabric, 
crushed it in his meaty palm and sprinkled its remains on his boot.     
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ElEvator

“My mom used to do it. She 
said just because they’re dry and 
withered, doesn’t mean you should 
throw them away, that they’re a 
nice surprise to find in a book. 
Since then I’ve always thought 
women like that sort of thing.”

Christoper Espejo
/\ h



“It’s all your fault!”

“My fault? Are you kidding me? You’re the one who got on top of me.”

“It seemed like a good idea at the time. Now I’m all hot and sweaty. It didn’t even work. You couldn’t even get 
it up.”

“Hey, how was I supposed to know that it was bolted shut?”

“I don’t know, Mr. Bond. I thought you suave and debonair types were supposed to know everything. You don’t 
even know how to treat a lady.”

“Oh, please. I’ve been nothing but nice to you all night. It’s your fault we’re stuck like this. I mean, who picks 
going to the mall for a date?”

“I thought the Christmas tree would be romantic. Obviously, you wouldn’t know romantic if it hit you in the 
face. You pretend to be all nice just to get into woman’s pants. You and every other guy on the planet.”

“Get over yourself. Women expect some guy in shining armor to sweep them off their feet and anyone who 
doesn’t compare gets tossed aside like garbage. Women need to stop living in a fantasy world.”

The pair sat in heated silence surrounded by the four metal walls of their cell. Having tried and failed to unlock the 
ventilation duct in the ceiling, they opted to argue. Having tried and failed to decide whose fault it was, they opted to 
remain silent.

“I think I saw a bar on the cellphone!”

Never mind.

“Really? Try to make a call!”

Ben tried fruitlessly to make a call, but just as quickly as the signal bar came, it left.

“Arg! I can’t believe I’m stuck in an elevator because of some stupid blackout! Come on, we should try to lift 
the ventilation thing again.”

“It’s not going to work. You couldn’t get it up before and you can’t get it up now.”

“I can get it up just fine.”

“Ha. If you think this relationship will ever get that far, don’t hold your breath.”
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“Here we go, the classic woman’s rant. Go ahead. Let me have it. Tell me how all men are scum and how you 
want to turn into a lesbian.”

“You think you have me all figured out? That you know every move I’m gonna make? The only reason women 
are so predictable is because men are so predictable. They’re the same asses time and time again.”

“Give me a break. Stop stereotyping men as if we’re cardboard cutouts. It’s hard enough to date without 
having all these impossibly high expectations. If people were just honest and stopped playing games — ”

“Games? You think that’s what women do, play games? We wouldn’t have to be so coy if guys were more 
open.”

“Yeah? So if a guy and a girl met and said, ‘Hey, I think you’re cute. Wanna grab some coffee?’ the girl would 
say, ‘I think you’re cute, too. Let’s go’?”

“What would the point of that be? Dating is supposed to be exciting. If a guy doesn’t excite you, it just won’t 
work.”

“So, now guys have to be exciting, too? A guy can’t just be nice?”

“Sure, he can be nice but there has to be something more. I don’t know. There just has to be some spark. I’ll 
know when I see it.”

“A spark, huh? I guess it’s going to be awhile.”

Ben slumped to the floor of the elevator. He stared across the narrow space and noticed how intently Sarah was looking 
at him.

“Why are you looking at me like that?”

“Nothing, it’s nothing.”

Several minutes passed by in comfortable silence until Ben spoke up again.

“How are those flowers I got you doing? The guy at the flower shop told me they should last a couple weeks.”

“Oh, I threw them out. I came home one day and they looked dried up, so I threw them out. I think it was the 
radiator. Sorry.”

“Oh. Did you like them while they lasted?”

“I’m not much of a flower person. They just die on you anyway. I prefer things like … chocolate. You can enjoy 
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EvEn that clEan
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chocolate, but flowers just sit there and then die.”

“Flowers can brighten up a room.”

“Who are you, Martha Stewart?”

“Never mind.”

“No, it was sweet of you. Just try and bring chocolate next time.”

“Does that mean there’ll be a next time?”

“If we ever get out of this alive, we’ll see. Do you want to try the ventilation thing again?”

“I don’t think anyone can hear our cries for help but I’ll give it another shot.”

Like before, Ben knelt down and gripped his hands together. Sarah placed her bare foot on his hands and, with her 
hand on Ben’s shoulder to steady herself, rose up to reach the grid of the ventilation shaft.

“You know, the next time flowers die on you, you should dry them and press them into a book.”

Sarah placed both hands on the grid and prepared to push.

“Why do you know so much about flowers?”

Ben began raising Sarah inch by inch to give her better leverage.

“My mom used to do it. She said just because they’re dry and withered, doesn’t mean you should throw them 
away, that they’re a nice surprise to find in a book. Since then I’ve always thought women like that sort of thing.”

All of a sudden, Sarah swung out her left leg to balance herself and ended up swinging too far. With a yelp, she let go of 
the grid and fell on top of Ben.

“Well, I’m not your mother. It was a sweet thought anyway.”

“Not as sweet as chocolate.”

“Or as this.”

And with that, Sarah put her arms around Ben’s neck and softly met his lips with hers. But, after 40 minutes of 
darkness, just as suddenly as they had gone, the lights came back.

“Hello? Is anyone stuck in there? Hello … ?”
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Lisa Frazier 
running out

Running out onto the edges of a jagged road,
we touched both ends of the double-headed sword.
Blood dripped, tears fell.
Stars shot across a black sky.

Knees fell to the floor.
Cannons of thoughts spat out pent up words.
Left inside for too long, they grew rotten.
The stench not easily forgotten. 

Wounded by sharp mirrors of the mind,
flesh tore, blood poured.
Tears stopped time. 

Acid rain lashed angrily upon 
dried up shores of long ago memories.
Trapped in a bubble, moving along
only to be shattered by the
jagged edge of a road
Running
Out 
of Hope …

\\s



mEmoriEs
Sylvester Arenas 

A walk through the park steers footsteps astray
swept around by winds from a crooked bay.
Daffodils trumpet the moist summer’s heat,
beckoning shadows of an old oak tree.
Nurtured and soothed by the sun’s orange rays -
shy, tepid eyes conspire of yesterday.
Images past, honor mom’s homemade loaf -
a family recipe, brown-crispy toast.
Lured by nostalgia to a cozy place, 
sandwiched at last by her loving embrace. 
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grEat EyE

“I rented a black van and bought a 
machine gun and returned it because, 
Jesus Christ, what would I do with 
a machine gun? That’s crazy!”

Jeffrey Johnson



I went to a hypothnotherapist for a while. Her name was Dr. Margaret Ledger, and she was a fraud. I didn’t 
care, I was cool with it. The government made me do it, they said I was crazy.  

Apparently, I told my doctor all too much about a voice inside my head that tells me what to do. His name is 
Dave.  

According to Dave, I should get up every day at 6:30, brush my teeth, go to work, eat healthy and be nice to 
people.  

Also, check the oven because I probably left it on, and keep an eye on the mailman because he’s been trying to 
kill me. Stuff like that. 

Anyway, Dr. Ledger would try to put me under hypnosis, but it never really worked. I just decided to play 
along. At first it was pretty cool. I would get to answer questions and act like a chicken. 

“You know, Jeffrey, you are the first patient of mine to undergo hypnosis and demand large quantities of ice 
cream and Raisinets.” 

“That’s really interesting,” I said, glancing at the TV in the corner of the office as I reached into my pocket and 
helped myself to a large portion of Raisinets. 

Things eventually started to get kind of weird. 

It all started on a cold and snowy afternoon in the middle of January.

I was “hypnotized” for about 20 or 30 minutes before she asked me to come out to her car. 

She drove me down the road, pulled into a parking lot and handed me a large overstuffed blue laundry basket. 

“I’ll be back in 30 minutes, now do my laundry,” she said, waving that stupid clock in my face. 

She had me do her laundry, take her kids to soccer practice, wash her dog. Then she asked me to go to the 
movies with her. I knew it was a movie she really liked. And she bought me Raisinets in the lobby, but it just felt 
so wrong. 

I didn’t say a word. 

Things continued like this for awhile, and I was running all over town for this lady. 

“This has to stop!” I yelled, slamming her clipboard down on the desk in tantrum. 

“What has to stop?” 
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wElcomE 
to bolivia

Michael Dunn



“My friend saw me running errands in the city the other day from the hours of 2 to 3:30 and he said I wasn’t 
all there.” 

“No, wait, I can explain!” She insisted. 

“I’ve had enough of your lies!” 

I stormed out of the room. 

I went to a real hypnotherapist and asked him to evaluate me. He told me I was in the rare bracket of people 
that are not vulnerable to hypnosis. I rented a black van and bought a machine gun and returned it because, 
Jesus Christ, what would I do with a machine gun? That’s crazy! 

I got one of my friends, and we stalked out the office of Dr. Margaret Ledger, if that is her real name. We 
began abducting her patients as they were turned loose in the city to run errands. 

We took her whole practice. It was like 32 people. We stored them at my friend’s house in the country. 

“What are we gonna do with all these people?” I asked.

“We could film a zombie movie.”

“Get serious man!” 

We contacted the authorities and brought all the crash test dummies. We were all there, outside her office 
with the cops, the press, and the state board of psychiatrists. I walked up to her in front of everybody. 

“Ladies and Gentleman, the one you call Dr. Ledger is nothing more than an impostor!” I said, slowly 
unhinging the baseline skin of her mask. 

Spectators stood back in suspense. I peeled the mask off her face to reveal that the hypnotist we call Dr. 
Ledger was an eye - an eye that sat suspended six inches inside a head above a body that merely served its 
instructions.

I couldn’t stop staring at the eye. It was really something. I mean really something … 

I took a picture and put it on the ceiling above my bed. It watches me at night while I am asleep.
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“Why couldn’t I be called ‘Vlad the 
Handsome?’ Or ‘Vlad the Incredibly 
Well-dressed?’ You could do a million 
things right and just one little thing 
wrong – like impale 40,000 people – 
and next thing you know you’re the 
creepiest thing since Frankenstein.” 

Michael Wursthon
/\r



To those who have gravely misunderstood me,

I may look a little different and have some unusual customs, but does that make me some evil, mass murderer? 
I mean, look at all the odd people embraced throughout history. I don’t see anyone making George W. Bush or 
Michael Jackson out to be a blood-sucking fiend. Trust me, Michael Jackson is a lot scarier than me. He builds a 
giant playground in his backyard to lure children, and I get vilified by Stoker? Where’s the justice?

Consider having to hang around for thousands of years, all day, being restricted to a coffin and the only thing 
you can drink is blood. Blood! I was quite the vodka connoisseur back in the 1400s, but no one would know that 
now, because not even those … lovely, home-schooled Romanian girls will have a bloody mary with yours truly.

I know I had a rough start in the beginning. The whole impaling thing kind of gave me a bad rap. Think of 
the times though - the other barbaric cultures came up with these innovative execution styles and, in my own 
defense, I was a late bloomer. Those damn Romans were crucifying people left and right, even upside down. I 
remember paying Emperor Caligula a visit once, and boy did that guy know how to run an empire. He would 
order a couple dozen crucifixions during the day and then sleep with his sister, Agrippina the Younger, in the 
afternoon. Caly (that’s the nickname us despots gave that crazy Roman bastard) did go too far sometimes. We 
had a falling out after he tried to make his horse, Incitatus, a consul of Rome.

Those Western Europe nuts, like the English and French, were burning and beheading people all because of 
religion and politics. I knew I was above all of these petty things. If I was going to do mass executions, it was 
going to be with style and without reason. After a fierce battle with some tribesman, I would be left with a 
ridiculous amount of captured soldiers, and I wasn’t about to give them food while my citizens starved. 

I clearly had a tough decision ahead of me, so I turned to one of my most trusted and crippled generals. 
General Igor, who just so happens to be the great grandfather of Dr. Frankenstein’s assistant, was known for his 
“innovative” approaches to proper handling of prisoners of war. After a few hours of watching “Who’s Line is 
it Anyway,” Igor yelled, “Impale them!” My economist agreed saying it would help stimulate our economy since 
we’d have to buy a bit of wood. Plus, the werewolves were getting quite hungry around my castle. It was a win-
win situation for everyone. 

Igor got right to work on impaling those folks, and I got to say, it wasn’t such a bad idea. Not only did it add 
to the beautiful landscape, but it did wonders in defending us. An army of Ottoman Turks tried to attack my 
capital once, and upon seeing hundreds of their impaled comrades, they ran right home. Eventually, I had to 
take down the bodies though. My health minister, Dr. Hyde, told me I risked another Bubonic Plague outbreak.

Next thing I know the Ottoman Empire kicks my ass, and I’m given this horrible name, “Vlad the Impaler.” 
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Did everyone forget that this wasn’t even my idea? I would have been thrilled with beheading people like the 
French. Those wily Parisians managed to turn their city from the execution capital of Europe into the City of 
Love.  No one ever stopped and said, “Hey, don’t you think Vlad might get upset if we keep spreading these 
rumors?” Well, thanks a lot guys. The party’s over and I get stuck with the check. 

Now, no one remembers that I made high boots and stiff collared capes fashionable amongst men in the 1456. 
Why couldn’t I be called “Vlad the Handsome?” Or “Vlad the Incredibly Well-dressed?” You could do a million 
things right and just one little thing wrong - like impale 40,000 people - and next thing you know you’re the 
creepiest thing since Frankenstein. At least I didn’t saunter around in rags.

But enough of the past - there’s a lot for someone like me to look forward to in the future. That is if all of you 
just give me a chance! I always wanted to be a history teacher, and who better to teach history than a 600 year-
old. Granted, it would have to be a night school and I may be considerably harsh with troubled students, but 
they need the discipline and I, at least, deserve a shot. 

I’m not a bad actor, either. The brooding demeanor, the violent gestures - it’s all just an act.  I really just enjoy 
spending some time with my succubae, sipping a nice glass of virgin blood. And that accent? It took a lot of 
practice. I’d make a great typecast actor. I got the whole vampire thing down for sure. I could probably even pull 
off being a troubled, emo kid. After seeing “American Beauty” I knew I could pull off that kid’s role when he 
was taping the bag dancing in the air. I immediately went out, bought a hoodie and a ski cap. I taped a short 
monologue and sent it to Kevin Spacey hoping he would lend me a hand. He eventually replied with the names 
of a few psychiatrists in L.A. Even if I wanted to go, don’t you think that hack would take the time to notice I 
live in Transylvania! 

I also have a romantic side that has been overlooked. I’m all about the candlelight dinners. I’ve lived in a 
castle, with no electricity, all my life. Before becoming a vampire, I was quite a lady’s man in Transylvanian. Now, 
I can barely get a woman to even look at me without asking me where I got my costume from. 

When I think of the sole man who ruined everything for me, Bram Stoker’s pudgy little Irish face comes to 
mind. I remember when the “writer” came to visit me. He told me he was doing a little research on medieval 
kings. I thought this would be a great opportunity for me to tell my side of the story. You know, the fashion side. 

He was always writing things down and making notes. He asked me about my lifestyle: why did I look so 
sickly? And who did that coffin in my bedroom belong to? I never put things together, though. He left, and six 
months later I’m reading The Transylvanian Times and I see this book review for “Dracula.”
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thE wisE
Michael Dunn



Well, let me just say, I was not happy at all. First off, Bram got a lot wrong. Shape-shifting! I wish I could. But 
even if I could, why the hell would I turn into a bat or a wolf? Bats can’t see, and wolves scare the hell out of me. 
I’ve had bad experiences with werewolves, after all. If I could shape-shift, I’d turn into one of those big-eared 
rabbits. They got the perfect life. What’s better than hopping around eating some grass and having children 
think you lay Cadbury eggs? It’s a lot better than children running away screaming that Batman has come to 
suck their blood.

Don’t you get it? I’m not this big bad monster you see in the movies these days. I’ve been exploited! All for 
the gain of a drunk little Irishmen looking to make a few bucks to hit the pub! You don’t see me making any 
horrible accusations about people. Give me a shot; let me teach your children, or let me star in a hit movie with 
Sarah Michelle Gellar and her weird friend with the flute problem. (I did always have a thing for Sarah. I mean, 
until she kicked off her genocidal career killing innocent vampires.) 

Sincerely,

Count Vlad III “The Handsome” Dracula
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silhouEttE 
of jazz

Teresa Lok
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Daniel Lasso

solitudE 
of Eons

Innumerable prisms cast their doubt
as the words echo in my mouth
their lifeless forms evoke hesitation

silence brings me peace
providing knowledge most unholy
remembrance of times long past

the solitude of eons 
a timestamp, 

I still remember it all

something no drug can take away
no amount of alcohol makes me forget
it is within me, making me doubt

Selling my life, becoming 
an object at play
is a recluse that gives me break

But at the cost of knowing what it takes
I don’t know ... 

I was really drunk at the time. 



EntrE nous
Suzanna Delgado

In loving memory of Freddy Rios

How hypocrisy forgot its holy kin
And scoops out the remains
Society left me dead as a mannequin,
Freeze-dried and abandoned.
 
I’ve been prejudiced, underestimated,
Dissected by a fiery hot scalpel
Plunged through my ribs and shaken
Writhing in rotten agony.
 
Why, oh, why the rowdy tongue?
The light screams with my white plea
Never had I realized when young
That the solution was to flee.
 
Of late as solitude became my friend
Society attacked me fiercely,
Stars warned of what I didn’t believe
As the bitter acid rain hit me.

Blessed spirit we’ve been sent away as rockets 
Rejected and thrashed open by society,
Our eyes crawled out from their sockets
Our legs crumbled at the scent of solvency.

We have everything; desire nothing
But the escape we’re rightly owed
I know, I know it’s thundering!
And I can hear my final call.
 
I’ll soar far away with you
Destroy this life and start anew;
Begin the dance to Babylon;
Sweet death, let this be entre nous.
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Bovilas Dukauskas
End of thE linE

The gentle cosmic wind brushes your hair.
Caressing corpulence and brittle bone,
stalwart stone and limber pine torn from their primal cradle.
Ready to carry us home. 

It’ll take us away through the slate sky, 
soaring across the universe
from whence we came. 
 
Fate’s four fingers soar down, gorging at the feast,
marching to our Makers.
It’s going to be all right now.
  
The world’s foundations sigh and crumble, relieved of duty.
Father Time’s thighs tremble, weak and senile,
in weary anticipation of the finish line.
It’s the end of the show. Lights out. Time to go home.

/
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Easy
Sofiya Denisova 

It seems so easy.
So casual 
to come up that six-foot looker and say,
“Cyanide mouth, take me home tonight.”

Like a handshake. 

So casual
to spot that girl with the big red lips that scream,
“Crimson surprise, cuffs and ties.”  

From the sex-obsessed to the sexless, 
everyone’s feeling it - 
The new sexual revolution.  

But what has changed? 

We still creep out in the morning with lockjaw faces.
Darted eyes fire behind coffee cups at meetings.
Far from dinner conversation, 
barely reaching pillow talk. 

Yeah, you can orate like a wise man, 
but who’s got the courage
to make it easy?
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viking
Korcan Yurdacan  
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bubblEs
Michelle Cruz
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Michelle Cruz
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through
Chris Tang
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shadows
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sunrisE in puno
Kenny Medrano 
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Mark Emma
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Tina Grandinetti

dEar nEw  
york city,

It really isn’t my fault, 
you know,
that the cobble stones on Bleeker St
look so pretty in the rain.
Or that the Chrysler Building at twilight
insists on shining so brightly
through your chaotic mess of streetlights and skyscrapers.

Furthermore, 
you must admit,
that the trick you pull in Brooklyn,
where the F-train elevates 
and I can look Lady Liberty eye to eye,
is simply, and quite obviously, unfair.

Yes, you most certainly know 
that I am completely defenseless against the stories 
left behind on your converted tenements,
and beneath the sidewalks
in those crisscrossing subway tunnels.

So you really can’t hold it against me, your majesty,
that I still, on occasion, let you take my breath away.
It’s not me, New York, 
it’s you.



don’t 
look back

Michael Dunn
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Rebecca Forbes

but who 
arE thEy?

they command us to hear only their words. 
but who are they to command?

they listen only when they know what we’ll say.
but who are they to restrict our voice?

they see only our faults. 
but who are they to judge them faults?

they ask us to worry only about them. 
but who are they to ask for such devotion? 

they think we should think their way. 
but who are they to think for us?

/\
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odE to coffEE
Ron Mouadeb

With a paper cup in hand, I don’t need the sun to battle
the heights of the buildings that surround me. 
Wind whips my face as my cup sears my fingers, lips and tongue. 

I read the headlines of the day’s news 
and a chill unrelated to the weather runs through me. 
But my paper cup warms me once more. 

Day in and day out the sky changes, the people change.  
Buildings collapse and rise before my eyes. 
Yet my cup will never change. 

I patiently endure the slowness of my journey to you, 
and as you dampen my napkins in sand colored stains,
I anticipate your taste yet know I must wait.

You wouldn’t know you are causing me such strain.
Maybe you fear that once I consume you we will part forever. 
But forget you not. 

Tomorrow morning, my hands will be warmed by you once again
as the heat escapes your paper skin, permeating into mine. 

_
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disappEars
Alexei Nemchenko



untitlEd
Dovilas Bukauskas

It begs to feel my fingertips 
Throbbing, tender pink flesh. 
Standing erect, 
Awaiting my touch. 

The tip grows tight, 
Smooth in my grasp. 
With my finger’s deft manipulation 
It soon bears me its sticky, creamy, fruitful load. 

A volcanic eruption has bore itself upon my hand. 
A shock 
Streaks down my spine. 
Blood swells up as I clean the spot 
Where my zit use to be.
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Sofiya Denisova
rapid EyE movEmEnt

This longing - etched, 
sketched into a cavalcade
of cerebral shocks.
Inertia sleeps,
like the mid-brain 
of an opiate diet. 
Quiet soothes 
my unbalanced 
cerebellum.
Air pours 
out of eye sockets. 
The stem in my skull
cycles against sleep.
Steep is the line
to fortunes of the mundane.
Maybe I can climb it 
before my neurons
lull me back to rest.
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turkish 
fEstival
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trying
to start

“Nothing tastes quite as good as 
your first cigarette.  I mean your 
first real cigarette, from the pack 
that you buy, one that you light, you 
smoke all by yourself. Outside of a 
New York bodega. All by yourself.” 

Lia Eustahewich
/\c



I pushed the glass door smothered in “WE ID” stickers all over. The wintry wind’s hand shoved me through 
the door, as if to say, “Bite the fucking bullet already.”

It smelled like stale soda in that yellow-lit bodega. Like peanuts. Rat shit. 

I walked up to the counter, brazenly.

“Yeah, uh. Let me get a pack of Marlboro Ultra Lights?”

Real smooth. Sounded just like when I used to buy my brother cigarettes at Bruno’s drive-thru in town when 
I was 18.

I delivered the weathered woman behind the counter a crisp ten dollar bill. She gave me back three crumpled 
singles and a palm-sized box wrapped in cellophane. She never asked for my ID.

My hands were shaking badly as I walked out the door, like I was going in for a first kiss and awkwardly didn’t 
know what to do with them. With sudden urgency, I tore open the plastic and cracked the lid. They looked like 
20 slim, ivory fingers huddling close. The first one kind of smelled like those caramels my mother kept in the 
candy dish in our living room. 

Mimicking what I’d seen on dark lit back porches, I daintily pursed my lips to grip the cigarette. I flicked the 
lighter and cupped my hand to shield the flame from the wind. I wanted to look like a pro, but really I was just a 
dumb kid. 

I lit. I inhaled. The hot smoke’s bitterness swirled over the bumps on my tongue, tasting nothing like those 
caramels in my living room. 

I stood there, like an asshole, in that piss-filled alley for five minutes, puffing away like a God damned 
chimney, wondering what provoked me to buy my first pack in the first place. I was still shaking. 

The idea of new addiction was alluring. I wanted it to bring back to me the first time jitters, shortness of 
breath and that baked-in smoke scent that I could take home at night and snuggle close to when withdrawal 
kicked in. 

Suddenly, just as I had wanted it to, the smoke curled and ran away with my breath. As I dropped the burning 
stub and smushed it with my heel, my tongue tasted fat, cakey and bad. My lips were singed in the soft inner 
part that hugged the cigarette.

I kept running my tongue over and over the bitter film left on my lips. I knew I’d reek of smoke for the rest of 
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the night and my hands would be covered by that cigarette’s invisible ink that I’d smear all over my clothes, my 
face, my hair. I knew I’d always let out that novice smoker’s cough because I’d never learn how to inhale correctly. 

Even after 19 more tries, I’d never get it right. 

Nothing tastes quite as good as your first cigarette.  I mean your first real cigarette, from the pack that you buy, 
one that you light, you smoke all by yourself. Outside of a New York bodega. All by yourself. 

I knew I’d wake up at 3 a.m., draped over the side of my bed, about to vomit residual cigarette smoke all over 
my floor.

Tasted nothing like those caramel candies. But I’d keep trying, no doubt.





lost
Venessa Strachan

The Sisters do not wear Sunday hats.
They have large man hands,
And they anoint my head with olive oil,
In the dark of the living room,
When the television is off. 

They tell me I have been led astray
Down a dark valley,
That I have forgotten to pluck the lily, 
That my strings have been pulled
That I am gone loose and raw.

That I am That I am
Is all I need to know.

One of the sisters is my mother
With the cigarette breath of my brother,
Horrid and huge 
With the looks of my father,
Patting me and pressing me
Into the plastic of the couch,
Blessing me until I am exhausted and white. 
My forehead slicked 
Against the couch pillows,
Shrunken down low into a pit of sanctity.  



thE dEad boys
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Johan Guz

Four of our boys died in Iraq yesterday
Four coffins, four crisp flags
Sent overnight from the flag store
One byline under the fold.

In my short years, I’ve known of only one
Man to die, the flower man
At my corner store who would whistle
And holler at the passing girls,

Having served lovers all day
Said the wrong thing to the wrong
Girl with the boyfriend hungry
To do the wrong thing.

They found him near his flowers
Lit up red by the neon awning,
Lying still on the ground
A rose stuffed in his mouth.

I looked for him on the front page
but found only a few lines near the back.
It said he had no family, had no papers
And as far as anyone knew, had no name.

It’s late now, the hazy time between today
And tomorrow. And I can’t get these damn
Dead boys out of my head, sitting at home
Watching you sweep up,

Collecting all the dust and petty coins
That had fallen to the floor
And dumping them into the big
Black garbage bag by the door.

I scream at you for throwing money away,
Even if it is a penny or a nickel,
There are just some things
That shouldn’t be thrown away.

+man



brown placE
Sylvester Arenas

Around the corner and up the hill,
Make a right at the Stop sign  —
End at the middle.
Now you’re on my old block
Where all the kids played,
Brown Place was the place to be.
I grew up here, on 137th street.

In the ‘70’s we laughed at polyester bell-bottoms,
Marveled at tall Afro’s and Disco–platforms.
In the thick summer’s heat we got the fire hydrant’s key
Soaked ourselves summer fresh into the ‘80’s.
“Like a Virgin” screamed from a shoulder bruising boom box.
Madonna look-a-likes wore rubber bracelets and back lace tops.

Music and fun playing games all day
‘Til mom says “come and eat, no more play.”
Fond of my friendships and holidays past,
Hidden in my memory until rekindled by this class.
Wrapping a smile all around my face,
It feels like I still live at Brown Place.



now you don’t
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Warren Tong

I think I’ll cut myself a bit maybe
as I sit in the tub, ignore the phone.
Are you worried about the unborn baby?
Well, don’t. You’ll soon find out when you get home.

You’ll soon find us dead, and you a bit too late.
I was so patient. I gave you a chance
too many. Now you’ll always remember this date,
the day I stopped wanting to do this dance.

But good. Now I’m sure you’ll never complain 
Again. You’ll never ask me not to call.
You’ll never have to force me to explain
how the bruise on my face is from a fall.

So fuck your so called theory on tough love,
We’re leaving now. You’ll never get to us.

_
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covEr contEst 
honorablE mEntion 

Alexander Fringes 
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Upset with the fact that she is a grown up, Jana insists 
on being called Banana and walks barefoot as much as 
possible, hoping that the pitter patter of her feet will lure 
out her inner child. She insists on not having a bedtime, 
claiming to be too much in love with life to miss a second 
of it by sleeping. Living on coffee and the dreams of sleep, 
Jana is close to living the life of a starving artist that she 
so terribly craves. 

If my doctor told me I had only six minutes to live, I 
wouldn’t brood.  I’d type a little faster.  – Isaac Asimov

With a bit more than twenty years of experience, 
Olga can confidently say that she specializes in sleep 
deprivation, and personally recommends Vanilla Pepsi. By 
all means Olga is an owl, living in a civilization in which 
electricity costs don’t justify a nocturnal society – if only 
Hogwarts was accepting transfers. Indulge when a teacher 
proclaims to the class that your work is the result of 
planning, when in fact you reached 0-100 in three hours 
that morning. Life’s a game; they’re the players, we’re the 
makers, or is it the other way around?

“Without realizing it, the individual composes his life 
according to the laws of beauty even in times of greatest 
distress.  It is wrong then, to chide the novel for being 
fascinated by mysterious coincidences, but it is right to 
chide man for being blind to such coincidences in his 
daily life.  For he thereby deprives his life of a dimension 
of beauty.”

From The Unbearable Lightness of Being by Milan 
Kundera

Is a lazy bum.

jana kaspErkEvic: 
Editor-in-chiEf

olga ryabaya:
managing Editor

viktoria syrov: 
managing Editor
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Man, yes.  Super-hero? That’s for you to decide.  A 
graduating senior, this will be Jack’s first and last semester 
working with Encounters.  A Jack of all trades one might 
say, he has managed to achieve great success in being 
mediocre at a wide variety of crafts.  When he’s not 
keeping his gray hairs at bay, he enjoys living life with 
more contrast and playing music with more cow bell.

Rebecca is an English literature major with a funny 
habit of surrounding herself, quite literally, with quotes. 
A big part of her day is commuting to Baruch from 
Connecticut. If you ever want to be surprised, just ask 
her how long it takes to get to school. This is her third 
year at Baruch and her first semester as poetry editor for 
Encounters.

After years of reading and viewing Encounters, and 
a couple of semesters worth of poetry submissions, 
Nastasiya Korolkova has finally gone to The Ticker 
heaven. Not that she is a trailblazer - she is simply and 
comfortably trudging down the path carved out by Natalia 
and Annabelle, a path that all former Ticker Art Directors 
seem destined for. And she is at peace at last, with the 
knowledge that she, too, got to write one of those semi-
witty Encounters bios that you took the time to read.

Tina Grandinetti is a sophomore at Baruch. Originally 
from Hawaii, she moved to New York City a year 
and a half ago, and since then, has discovered that she 
enjoys eavesdropping on conversations on the subway, 
wandering through the city, and writing poetry. She has 
also discovered that she dislikes slow-walkers, and cold 
weather. As a liberal arts student, she’d like to thank the 
kids at Encounters for keeping her sane during her first 
year at Baruch. 
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poEtry Editor
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poEtry Editor
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Angela’s got a gimmick. She can’t tell you what it is 
because if she does the world will finally figure out that 
she is actually a complete phony. She has already revealed 
too much.

Arvind is a high-powered mutant. He enjoys the ideas 
of anarchy and asceticism. His goal in life is to become 
that grandfather who tells great stories and pleasantly 
smells of good whiskey.

To quote Malcolm Gladwell, “There can be as much 
value in the blink of an eye as in months of rational 
analysis.” So, why go bore you with the minor details, 
when from just looking at the image above, you’ve all 
ready drawn your own conclusions — good or bad, and I 
wouldn’t want to add any wood to the fire. Just in case  
you insist on specifics, memorize the mugshot and find 
me at the reception — I’ll be the one with a drink or  
two or three.

Lia really enjoys seeing her obnoxiously long byline 
grace the pages of Encounters magazine doubly this year, 
as an editor and a writer. She can usually be found yelling 
in the Ticker office, laughing at sneezes and/or listening 
to metal. Magic, in the form of words, flows from her 
fingertips, which are gnawed to bloody stubs — she edits 
to death.

angEla mElamud: 
poEtry Editor

arvind dilawar:
fiction Editor
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fiction Editor

lia EustachEwich: 
fiction Editor



Frank Marzullo- Frank is a finance major.  He covers 
business for The Ticker.  Thanks to Francine Prose, who has 
made him read like a writer.

“Let proportion be found not only in numbers and 
measures, but also in sounds, landscapes, times and 
positions, and whatever force there is.” 

— Leonardo da Vinci

“But then begins a journey in my head.” 

— William Shakespeare

This is Michael’s first time copy editing as well as 
submitting to Encounters. He is currently in his senior 
year of college and is the editor-in-chief of The Ticker. 
He hopes to embark on a career in journalism after 
graduation.

frank marzullo: 
fiction Editor

michaEl wursthorn: 
copy Editor
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submit
join us
dEsign 
a covEr

Send your fiction, poetry, sculpture, painting, photography or 
whatever strikes your creative fancy for publication in next 
semester’s issue!

It’s Easy! Start by sending your work.

If you are interested in art, design and/or literature then come join 
our staff.  We are always looking for creative directors and fiction 
and poetry editors.  Get in touch with us, we don’t usually bite.

You know you want to, so JOIN US!

If your over is chosen for next semester’s issue, you could win $250 
in prizes — not to mention the opportunity to have your work 
displayed on 1500 issues. Cover themes will be anounced at the 
beginning of next semester

We get a cover. You get prizes.

Contact us. 
To find out more about Encounters Magazine please contact us via 
e-mail or stop by our office.

EncountersMagazine@yahoo.com
VC 3-291


